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Release Notes for 1708 

 

Release version number 1708 

Release date 15/08/2017 

Notes published on 07/08/2017 

PP versions affected V5 

Document content This document contains all completed features and fixes for our 

next major release.  

1. Enhancements in version 1708 

2. Fixes in 1708 
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1. Enhancements in version 1708 

Plus Enhancements 

Related to Enhancement Description 

Canvas Tutors can now use the LTI Content item feature that allows a resource 

from PebblePad to be launched by users from Canvas.  

Tutors can now synchronise group membership from Canvas courses 

to ATLAS workspaces.  

Feedback left as grades are also sent back from ATLAS to the Canvas 

assignment. 

External Dashboard External Users that belong to more than one organisation will now have 

the option to ‘merge’ their accounts allowing easy access to all of their 

accounts in one central location.  External users will be able reset their 

password so all merged accounts are accessible with the same login 

credentials.  

ATLAS conversations 

saved as Summary 

Assets  

Users have been able to select and save conversations in ATLAS we now 

have added the ability to view the saved asset in Pebble+ 

Linking PebblePad 

Accounts  

PebblePad V5 users can now link PebblePad accounts though External 

Services  

Resource URL 

Sharing 

 

Resources can now be shared using a URL.  The share modal has been 

updated to provide a URL for the owner to copy and send to users. 

Uploading of 

websites 

Users can now upload “client-side” websites as a zip file. This 

functionality was available in v3. 
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Accessibility – Images  All images now have appropriate text alternatives for non-text content 

Notifications Users now have access to the notification settings for emails 

notifications and activity digests. The settings are found in the burger 

menu under Additional settings. 

Auto-submit The “Terms of usage” statement will be displayed to end users for assets 

that are auto submitted for assessment together with ensuring that this 

pane is not editable by the user. 

Workbook pages The feature for saving pages from a workbook to an asset store that 

was in v3 is now available in v5. When working on a workbook response, 

users can click on the (i) and select “Make current page visible in your 

store.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATLAS Enhancements 

Related to Enhancement Description 

Sakai Tutors can now use the LTI Content item feature that allows a resource 

from PebblePad to be launched by users from Sakai.  

Tutors can now synchronise group membership from Sakai worksites to 

ATLAS workspaces.  

Feedback left as grades are also sent back from ATLAS to the Sakai 

assignment. 
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2. Fixes in version 1708 
Plus Fixes 

Related to Fix Description 

Page Release Released pages inside a workbook when opened from the dash did not 

open in edit mode.  Items opened from the history tab also open in edit 

mode. 

Direct Uploads Direct uploads made to ATLAS now have a refresh so the user can see 

the uploaded item straight away as a successful submission 

Editing templates via 

‘I want to’  

If a template had been shared collaboratively and the attempted to 

copy the template via the ‘I want to’ option, the template failed to open 

in edit. 

Adding existing 

templates to a 

workbook  

Users were having different messages relating to adding existing 

templates to a workbook, we have now made messages consistent and 

allow users to reuse templates inside a workbook.  

Mobile access  User Detection Agent prevented users from having access to 

PebblePad, warning now added to alert users to minimum browsers. 

Add to Task list  Failed to allow template creator to add the resource to the ‘things you 

need to do’ list on homepage.  

Notifications Links in share emails for resources have been fixed. 

Canvas Assignment 

Mapping 

Assignments in Canvas are mapped to an individual assignment in the 

corresponding ATLAS workspace.  More than one canvas assignment 

can be made and linked to PebblePad for grading 

Email notifications 

for deleted accounts/ 

unshared assets  

Users will now receive an email informing them that a shared item is no 

longer available as it has been unshared or the user no longer holds a 

PebblePad account. 
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Credly Users can now click on the link within the badge to launch the criteria 

attached. 

 

 

ATLAS Fixes 

 

Banner images from 

external services 

cause submissions to 

not load 

Submissions viewed in ATLAS will now load where banners contain 

images from external services such as DropBox, Google drive, etc. 

Ordering of feedback 

templates 

Feedback templates are now consistently ordered by name. 

Deleting external 

files (Known Issue) 

The issue of viewing an asset where a file from an external service such 

as OneDrive, Google Drive and Dropbox has been deleted is fixed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


